
THE STATUS OF WOMEN IN MEDIEVAL TIMES

The second category of medieval European workers A serf woman would pass her serfdom status to her.

The courts of love were allegedly convened to discuss matters relating to romantic love and relationships
between men and women. She set an example of true sahadharmini who dared to bandage her own eyes for the
sake of her blind husband Dhrutarashtra. The Sutra literature developed during the period from to B. Marriage
within the same caste was preferred but prohibited within certain degrees of relationship. Ultimately the way
we treat any one relationship in the family will eventfully affect every other relationship in the family. During
the earlier part of this period, there were highly educated women holding an honorable position in the society
and household. It is believed that pre-historic man who lived in the Paleolithic age was a nomad. Marriage was
a religious sacrament. Raja Ram Mohan Roy represented the opinion of the enlightened Indian who argued
that sati practice had no religious sanction. Upanayana or sacred thread ceremony, which was performed to
initiate a person into the Vedic studies, was prohibited for women and Shudras by the Manu codes thus
closing the doors for any formal education to women. Status of Women in Ancient India 2. Thirdly, at that
time some Buddhist Sahajiyas, Hindu Tantrics and other Sahajiya sects who were committed themselves in
transgressions, were making the society nasty. The condition of the Hindu widows became more miserable
during the medieval period. It was also predominantly patriarchal. Remarriage of widows was permitted under
certain conditions. Under the Dayabhaga school, a woman was allowed to inherit the property of a male
relation notwithstanding the status of separation or jointness of women with the coparceners in order to check
any drift in the family property. The Domesday Book In order to best describe the role and position of women
in the Middle Ages, it is first necessary to look at social standing of the women. Even though up the year
female landownership had been increasing, afterwards female landownership began to decline. Producing a
male heir within a rich family was considered vital. Child marriage was accepted as a means to protect ritual
purity of the caste ridden communities. Each family was a single economic unit without any specialization or
gender based division of labour. Even the Namadharma was preached among the deprived or the social
outcastes i. As this practice became more common, men were threatened by loss of work and retaliated; guilds
increasingly were restricted to men. This was done by a wet nurse. Like their independent rural workers, rural
wage-labourers performed complementary tasks based on a gendered division of labour. So many women
spent a great deal of their married life pregnant. However, childbirth was dangerous as medical care was so
poor. In Brhadarranyaka Upanishad, Yajnavalkya says that women should be honoured with ornaments,
clothes and food by their husbands, brother-in-law and maternal relations. Based on medical information
developed in Greek and Roman eras , these texts discussed ailments, disease, and possible treatments for
women's health issues. These reformers attacked only those practices that were extremely cruel or visibly
violent of course affecting only high caste Indian women. Even young widows, who would have had an easier
time remarrying, remained independent and unmarried. Women were also able to commit themselves to the
Church. In to AD, the Gupta Empire is seen as the classical age of Indian culture because of its high literary
and artistic accomplishments. If a husband abandoned even a guilty wife, she was to be given maintenance. In
the Age BC to AD, marriage between the same caste was preferred although inter caste marriages were
prevalent.


